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Introduction

This unit, ‘Electrical Current and Electrical Components’, deals with the basics
of electricity. It explains how electrons flow through a conductor and create an
electric current; how this current is originated and powered, and how a resistor
can interfere and create resistance to the flow of electrons. There is also the
explanation of parallel and series circuits, with their different components. Finally,
it outlines some devices which can be used to measure electricity. The aim is to
make you get acquainted with specific vocabulary and expressions that you already
know in your native language and which are used to discuss electrical terms.
The unit is composed of four different sections. Each of them has a similar
structure:
• A text related to one of the above mentioned topics. They are technical texts,
usually descriptive.
• A short story about two electricians, who move from one location to the
other to install, revise and certify different electrical installations. This
section is called “Storyline”, and it starts with the welcoming of Bill, an
apprentice from UK. He is in Barcelona to assist Jordi in different works.
This section is intended to show the everyday life of an electric technician,
with emphasis on job related conversation. The idea is for you to get
acquainted to the daily tasks that an electrician does in English.
• A list of specific vocabulary with terms translated into Catalan in order to
help you with the most difficult words that have appeared in the texts and
the conversations.
• The grammar section, with the explanation of different grammar points and
a great deal of examples that should help you understand the mechanics of
the language.
In the section ‘Electric current’ you will get introduced to the different components
of an electric circuit and to concepts such as ac/dc current. In the section ‘Types of
circuits: series and parallel’, you will see the diagram of components of a circuit
connected in series and in parallel and the behaviour of the current in both cases.
In the last section, ‘Measuring electricity’ you will see the devices used to measure
electricity and how they work.
As for the grammar, you will learn about three basic aspects. In the first section,
there is information about three very important words in a language: the nouns,
which are used to define the material and immaterial world around us; the
determiners, which are some small words that we add to nouns, like articles,
demonstratives and possessives; and the personal pronouns, which we use to refer
to nouns. The second grammar section deals with the auxiliary verbs. These verbs
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are used to help other verbs form certain tenses, like the continuous tenses (verb
‘to be’) and the perfect tenses (verb ‘to have’); the passive (verb ‘to be’); and the
interrogative and negative sentences (verb ‘to do’). The third section in the unit
deals with three other types of important words: the quantifiers, which are added
to nouns to express quantity; the intensifiers, which we can add to adjectives and
adverbs to indicate different degrees of intensity; and the English numbers, which
form a type of quantifiers with some special characteristics.
In the first section of the unit, you will also find information about the oral skills
of the language (listening and speaking). These skills are the most difficult ones
to acquire in an online course because they require practice with another person,
especially speaking, but even so, you will find some advice and resources about
the best ways of practising these skills. In the second section, we introduce the
two remaining skills, the written skills (reading and writing). You will read about
the characteristics of both and you can also get some ideas on how to practise
each one, with a special reference to the use of connectors and punctuation, which
are necessary to write a text correctly. The third section introduces what we call
‘everyday language’. This refers to a number of expressions which are used in
particular contexts and we can also use the terms ‘functional language’, or ‘social
language’, because they are used in our interaction with other people. In this unit,
we begin with the ways of greeting and introducing people, which are two very
basic examples of interaction.
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Learning objectives

At the end of this unit, you should be able to:
1. Understand oral messages in standard language both in daily life situations and
in the professional field of the electrical installations, as well as analize the general
meaning of a message and relate it to the corresponding language resources.
• Element de llista de picsArrange the elements that make up a message.
• Identify the main idea in a message.
• Be conscious of the importance of understanding the main ideas in a
message even if you do not understand all the elements that compose the
message.
• Get specific information in messages about usual aspects of the everyday
and professional life.
• Identify the main ideas in a well-structured speech in standard language
about well-known aspects and transmitted in the media.
2. Understand simple written texts related to the field of electrical installations
and analize the contents comprehensively.
• Choose reference material and technical dictionaries.
• Read simple texts in standard language.
• Translate a text in standard language by using reference materials, if
necessary.
• Interpret the general meaning of a message.
• Relate the text to its corresponding context.
• Identify the terminology used in a message.
• Interpret technical manuals.
3. Produce clear, well-organized oral messages frequently used in companies
of the field of electrical installations and take an active part in professional
conversations.
• Express the tasks which you have to carry out in your job.
• Communicate by using formulas, connectors and strategies used in the
interaction with other people.

Electric current and electric components
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• Element de llista de picsDescribe and arrange a task in a sequence.
4. Write simple texts in standard language as normally used in the field of electrical
installations and use the appropriate resources for each situation.
• Write short texts referring to everyday and/or professional aspects.
• Summarize texts related to your job.
• Organize the information in a coherent way.
• Apply the appropriate rules and specific vocabulary when filling in documents.
5. Show the appropriate attitude and behaviour in communicative situations as
established by international conventions.
• Define the most distinctive aspects of the customs of English-speaking
communities.
• Describe the social conventions of your country.
• Identify the values and beliefs which are characteristic of English-speaking
communities.
• Identify the social and professional aspects of your job in all types of oral
and written messages.
• Apply the social conventions in English-speaking communities
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1. Electric current

Everything around us is made of “atoms”. They have the nucleus and the
electrons orbiting around it. The nucleus is positively charged, and the electrons
are negatively charged. Things with opposite charges attract each other, and things
with the same charge repel each other. Since electrons are negatively charged, they
are attracted to the positive end of a battery and repelled by the negative end.
Some materials let electrical charges flow through them. This creates an electric
current. When electrons are flowing through something, you can say that electric
current is flowing. Electric current travels very easily through metals like copper,
gold, silver, and aluminium. Materials that allow the flow of electrical current
through them are called conductors. Since metals are good conductors of
electricity, electrical wires are made out of metal. When current flows through
a metal, the nucleus of the atoms stay stable, and the electrons move towards the
positive end.
Conductors have to be enclosed in a material that is an insulator. Insulators do
not allow electric current to pass through them. The rubber coating that you see
on electrical cords covers the metal. The electric current stays inside the cord so
we can direct the current to the appliance that needs power.
Electric circuits
An electric circuit is a closed loop where current can flow around, electrons
pushing other electrons. If you cut the wire you no longer have a complete circuit.
A basic circuit can be composed of a generator, for example a battery; a receiver,
such a light bulb; a wire; and control elements, such as a switch or a push-button,
as shown in the following figure.
F i g u r a 1 . 1 . Elementary circuit

Cells and batteries are the source of direct current (DC) to an electrical circuit.
They are represented by the symbol in the figure, where we can see the positive
(+) and the negative (-) poles.

Electric current and electric components
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Switches control the flow of current in a circuit. Switches are binary, which means
they can only show one of two possible states: open or closed. An open switch
will not allow the flow of current. A closed switch means that the space between
the two contacts is ‘closed’ and current can flow freely.
The abbreviations AC and DC are often used to mean simply ‘alternating’ and
‘direct’. Direct current (DC, also dc) is the unidirectional flow of electric charge.
It is produced by sources such as batteries or solar cells. The electric charge flows
in a constant direction.
Battery symbol

Switch symbol

One Ampere is equivalent to
6,24·1018 electrons flowing
per second.

In alternating current (AC, also ac), the movement of electric charge periodically
reverses direction. AC is the form in which electric power is delivered to
businesses and residences.
When electrons are flowing through something, you can say that electric current is
flowing. But, how do we measure electric current? We use a physical unit called
Amper. Ampers are defined referring to the amount of electrons that are flowing
per second throughout a conductor material.
Electric current
Electric current refers to the amount of electron flow. One amp means that a lot of electrons
are flowing. See in the table below some examples of different currents we might encounter
in our daily life.

Tau l a 1 . 1 . Examples of different amounts of electric current we might encounter in our daily
life
Approximate current

Situation

1 nA - 1 µA

Tiny currents in the receiving antenna of your
mobile phone

10 mA

TV remote control

50 mA

Keyboard & mouse

1A

High power flashlight

3A

Typical laptop

15 A

Microwave ovens, vacuum cleaners

10,000+ A

A bolt of lightning

Storyline
Bill Sparks is 23 years old. He is from Birmingham, in the UK. He participates in a students’
interchange programme, and he has come to Barcelona to work as an assistant in an
electrical company in Barcelona. Today is his first day at work.
Jenny: Hello, sir. How can I help you?
Bill: Hello, I’m Bill, I’m here for the interchange programme.
Jenny: Welcome, Bill! I’m Jenny. Pleased to meet you.
Bill: Thank you. Pleased to meet you too.
Jenny: I would like to introduce you to Jordi, your tutor.
Jenny: Jordi, meet Bill, your new assistant.
Jordi: Hi, Bill. It’s a pleasure to have you here.
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Bill: It’s a pleasure for me too.
Jordi: Bill. First, I’ll show you the office and then the equipment and the tools. There is
something that will be useful for you. You will have to learn the language, so you can start
with this: a list of tools with their names translated into English.
Bill: Thank you, Jordi. It will be really useful for me.

1.1 Vocabulary
• Opposite charge: càrrega oposada
• Same charge: la mateixa càrrega
• Positive/negative ends: pols positiu/negatiu
• To flow: fluir
• Copper: coure
• Gold: or
• Silver: plata
• Electrical wires: cables elèctrics
• Insulator: aïllant
• Rubber coating: recobriment de goma
• Appliance: aparell
• Loop: bucle
• Battery: bateria, pila
• Light bulb: bombeta
• Switch: commutador/interruptor
• Push-button: polsador
• Source of: font de
• Direct current: corrent continu
• Alternating current: corrent altern
• Keyboard: teclat
• Microwave oven: forn microones
• Vacuum cleaner: aspiradora
• A bolt of lightning: un llamp

Electric current and electric components
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1.1.1 Grammar
Pronouns (Cat. pronoms) are very important words in a language. We use
pronouns to refer to nouns. For example, when we say: David is here. He is
my friend, we use the pronoun ‘he’ to refer to ‘David’. In this way, we do not need
to repeat the noun.
In English, the pronouns have different forms when they are the subject (Cat.
subjecte) or the object (Cat. complement) of a sentence (Cat. oració).

The elements of an English sentence
A sentence is a group of words that have a meaning. In a sentence, the words
have different functions. The most important are:
• The subject (S): it says who or what does the action of the verb. For
example: David is here.
• The verb (V): it expresses the action or the state of the subject. For
example: David is here.
Other common functions are:
• The direct object (DO): it says who or what receives the action of the
verb. For example: David drinks a cup of tea in the evening.
• The indirect object (IO): it says who or what receives the direct object.
For example: David gives his friend a cup of tea.
• The adverbial of time (AT): it says when the action happens. For
example: David drinks a cup of tea in the evening.
• The adverbial of place (AP): it says where the action happens. For
example: David is here.
A basic verb in English is the verb to be (Cat. ser, estar). As all the verbs, the verb
to be has different forms. These forms depend on the subject of the sentence. We
call the different forms of the verb the conjugation (Cat. conjugació) of that verb.
Subject and object pronouns

Subject pronouns
The subject pronouns always have the function of subject in the sentence. They
have the following forms:
Tau l a 1 . 2 . The subject pronouns
Singular
First person:

I

Plural
jo

we

nosaltres
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Taula 1.2 (continuació)
Singular

Plural

Second person:

you

tu, vostè

you

vosaltres, vostès

Third person:

he

ell

they

ells, elles

she

ella

it

-

Notes:
• The first person singular pronoun I (pronounced /ai/) is always written with
a capital letter (Cat. majúscula).
• In English, there is no distinction between the Catalan informal tu and the
formal vostè, vostès.
• The third person singular pronouns he (masculine) and she (feminine) refer
to people. The pronoun it (neutre) refers to all the other nouns.
Here are some examples of subject pronouns:
• I speak English (Cat. [Jo] parlo anglès).
• You are tired (Cat. ([tu] estàs cansat/da).
• David is my brother. He works in a hospital (Cat. David és el meu germà.
[Ell] treballa a un hospital).
• Mary is my sister. She lives in Manchester (Cat. Mary és la meva germana.
[Ella] viu a Manchester).
• It is very late. (Cat. - és molt tard).
• We are at home. (Cat. [Nosaltres] som a casa).
• How are you? (Cat. Com esteu [vosaltres]?, com estàs [tu]?).
• These are David and Mary. They are my brother and sister (Cat. Aquests
són David i Mary. [Ells]] són el meu germà i la meva germana).
Object pronouns
The object pronouns have the function of object (direct or indirect). We also use
the object pronouns after a preposition. The following table shows the forms of
the object pronouns and their Catalan equivalent forms:
Taula 1.3. The object pronouns
Singular

Plural

First person:

me

me (a mi)

us

ens (a nosaltres)

Second person:

you

et (a tu); el, li (a
vostè)

you

us (a vosaltres);
els (a vostès)
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Tau l a 1 . 3 (continuació)
Singular
Third person:

Plural

him

el, li (a ell)

she

el, li (ella)

it

el, la

them

els (a ells, a elles)

Examples of the use of the object pronouns:
• Please help me! (Cat, Si us plau, ajuda’m).
• David listens to you (Cat. David t‘escolta; David l‘escolta [a vostè]).
• This is David. Go with him (Cat. Aquest és David. Vés amb ell).
• This is Mary. Tell her the news (Cat. Aquesta és Mary. Dóna-li la notícia).
• Mary lives in Manchester. It is a big city (Cat. Mary viu a Manchester. [-]
És una gran ciutat).
• Please come with us! (Cat. Si us plau, vine amb nosaltres!).
• Are they with you? (Cat. Estan (ells/es) amb vosaltres; estan (/ells/es) amb
vostès?).
• Speak to them! (Cat. Parla amb ells, elles!).

In Catalan and Spanish, we
normally omit the subject
pronoun. In English, we
always write or say the
subject pronoun.

The following text shows the use of pronouns in a text. The pronouns are in bold
type (Cat. negreta):
English:
’David gets up at seven everyday and then he has breakfast. At about eight, he
goes to work with Mary, but he does not like going with her because she talks a
lot. They usually come back home at five...’
Catalan:
’David es lleva a les set cada dia i després (ell) esmorza. Cap a les vui, (ell) va a
treballar amb Mary, but a (ell) no li agrada anar amb ella perquè (ella) parla molt.
(Ells) normalment tornen a casa a les cinc...’
The verb ’to be’. There is/there are

The verb ‘to be’
The table shows the forms of ‘to be’(in present):
Tau l a 1 . 4 . The verb ’to be’ (present)

I

Affirmative
Long form

Affirmative
Short form

Negative
Long form

Negative
Short form

Interrogative

am

‘m

am not

‘m not

am I...?
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Taula 1.4 (continuació)
Affirmative
Long form

Affirmative
Short form

Negative
Long form

Negative
Short form

Interrogative

you

are

‘re

are not

aren’t

are you...?

he, she, it

is

‘s

is not

isn’t

is he/she/it...?

we

are

‘re

are not

aren’t

are we...?

you

are

‘re

are not

aren’t

are you...?

they

are

‘re

are not

aren’t

are they...?

Long and short forms
Verbs usually have two forms:
• Long forms: they are used in the written, formal language.
• Short forms: we omit some letters. They are used in the oral, informal
language.
The verb ‘to be’ is used in different ways:
1) As a lexical verb (Cat. verb lèxic), with the meaning of Cat. ser, estar. For
example:
• David is a doctor (Cat. David és metge)
• He is tired (Cat. està cansat)
2) As an auxiliary verb (Cat. verb auxiliar):
• To form the continuous tenses of the verbs. For example: David is working
now (Cat. David està treballant en aquest moment).
• To form the passive voice. For example: This is explained in this letter (Cat.
Això està explicat en aquesta carta).

The lexical verbs and the auxiliary verbs
The lexical verbs are the verbs that express an action or a state. Practically
all the verbs are lexical. The auxiliary verbs are the verbs that we use to form
other verb tenses. In English, there are three auxiliary verbs:
• To be: it forms the continuous tenses and the passive voice.
• To have: it forms the perfect forms.
• To do: it forms the negative and interrogative forms of the lexical
verbs.
There is / There are

Anglès tècnic
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The forms there is (singular) and there are (plural) express the existence of a noun.
It is equivalent to Cat. hi ha and Sp. hay. In English, there are two forms: one for
the singular and one for the plural, but in Catalan and Spanish, there is only one.
Here are all the forms in English:
• Affirmative: there is..., there are...
• Negative: there is not ... there are not ...
• Interrogative: is there...?, are there...?
Examples:
• There is a person at the door (Cat. Hi ha una persona a la porta).
• There are two people at the door (Cat. Hi ha dues persones a la porta).
• There is not anything to say (Cat. No hi ha res a dir).
• There are not many people in the room (Cat. No hi ha molta gent a la sala).
• Is there anyone in the office? (Cat. Hi ha algú a l’oficina?).
• Are there any jobs available (Cat. Hi ha feines disponibles?).

1.1.2 Communication

See Unit 1, section 2
‘Communication’ for learning
about the written skills

In English, there is a great difference between the formal and the informal
language. We use the formal language to speak to our superiors at work or
to a person that we do not know; we use the informal language to speak to
friends, colleagues and family members. The English give a lot of importance
to formalities, so we must be careful and use the appropriate language in each
situation.
There are four skills (Cat. habilitats) in all the languages:
• Oral skills: listening and speaking
• Written skills: reading and writing

See annex ‘Formal and
informal style’ for
examples of the two styles
in business letters.

Learning a foreign language means to develop the four skills. For this, you need a
lot a lot of practice: you must speak English to speak fluently; you must listen to
English understand the language; you must write to produce an accurate text and
you must read to understand a written text.
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Both styles are correct; it is only a matter of tone and setting. These are the main
characteristics of the formal and the informal styles:
Formal style:
• It uses the long forms of the verbs verbs: I am, he is not, etc.
• It uses the full forms of the nouns, and not the abbreviations: photograph
(and not: photo), television (and not: TV ), etc.
• In requests, it uses the form could you...?, and not the imperative form:
could you help me? (and not: help me!).
• It frequently uses the passive voice, especially in written English: it is
considered that... (and not: people consider that...), etc.
• It uses the formal versions of words and expressions: post (and not: job), I
would like... (and not: I want...), etc.
• In writing, it uses longer, more complex sentences.
Informal style:
• It uses the short forms of the verbs. For example: I’m, he isn’t, etc.
• It generally uses the abbreviated forms of the nouns. For example: photo,
TV, etc.
• In requests, it generally uses the form can you...? or the imperative form.
For example: can you help me?, help me!, etc.
• It does not frequently use the passive voice.
• It uses colloquial words and expressions: job (for: post), dad (for: father),
hi (for: hello), etc.
• In writing, it generally uses short and simple sentences.
When you write or speak in English, you must be consistent: do not mix the formal
and the informal styles. Compare these two texts with the same information, but
different language styles:
Formal text
Dear Sir or Madam
This is to inform you that I am interested in the post of administrative assistant advertised in
‘The Guardian’ of 3r March. I would appreciate it if you could send me further details. Thank
you in advance.
Yours sincerely

Informal text

Electric current and electric components
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Hi
Do you remember the advertisement for a job as an administrative assistant? It was in ‘The
Guardian’ of the last 3rd March. Well, I inform you that I’m interested in this job. Can you
tell me more about it? Thanks.
Bye

The listening skills

Check the ‘Interesting
links’ section in the course
material for a list of
websites with listening
activities.

Like all the skills, the only way of developing your listening skills is by practising
as much as you can. You must train your ear to the sounds of the English language,
so you must listen to people speaking in English. The best option is to practise with
another person (preferably a native speaker). If you have no possibility of speaking
in English, there are other options for practising the listening skills. Here is a list
of options:
• Watch films, TV series or TV documentaries in their original language
(most are in English). Of these, documentaries are the easiest to understand
because the speech is more formal and does not include conversations. Use
subtitles in Spanish to help you understand, if you wish.
• Listen to songs in English and read the lyrics at the same time. Do not
worry about the meaning of the words; just listen to the sounds and enjoy
the music.
• Watch videos of your interest in YouTube, Vimeo, etc. There are thousands
of videos especially created for practising the English listening skills.
• Surf the Internet. You will find many websites with listening texts, usually
with exercises to check your comprehension.
Here is some advice if you decide to practise your listening skills:
• Do not try to understand all the words that you hear. You must learn
gradually: at first, you will understand very little; later on, you will
understand more and more things.
• Be patient. It can take a long time to see the results of your practice: this
depends on your previous experience, on the frequency of your practice, on
your natural dispositions, on the people’s accent, etc.
• Do not abandon. You must continue learning after the end of the course, or
you may lose the listening skills that you have gained with your practice.

See annex ‘The Phonetic
Alphabet’ for a list of the
sounds of the English
language.

The speaking skills

For many students, speaking is the most difficult of the four skills. Speaking
usually happens in two situations:
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• A speech (Cat. discurs, xerrada): for example, in a presentation. In a speech,
you speak and other people listen; the language style is usually formal.
• A conversation (Cat. conversa): it is the most common situation at work and
in your daily life. In a conversation, there is interaction with other people;
the language may be formal or informal, depending on the situation.
To develop the speaking skills, you must practise a lot. Here is some advice for
you:
• To practise your pronunciation, check websites where you can listen to
words and sentences; then repeat what you hear. Many online dictionaries
(like ‘Wordreference.com’) offer the pronunciation.
• Find another person to speak to: you can practise with another learner of
English or with a native speaker.
• Check the Internet: some websites offer speaking practice via Skype to
students of English from all over the world.
• Do not be afraid of making mistakes: people will understand that you are
not a native speaker.
During a conversation, we can use some common expressions. Here are some
examples (with equivalent expressions in Catalan):
To start a conversation:
• Hello! (informal) (Cat. Hola!)
• Excuse me (formal) (Cat. Perdoni)
To ask people to repeat:
• Pardon? (informal) (Cat. Perdoni?)
• Can you repeat please? (informal) (Cat. Pots repetir si us plau?)
• Could you repeat please? (formal) (Cat. Podria repetir si us plau?)
• Could you say that again please? (formal) (Cat. M’ho podria tornar a dir
si us plau?)
• Sorry, but I didn’t understand. What did you say? (formal) (Cat. Perdoni,
però no l’he entès. Què ha dit?)
To finish a conversation:
• Well, I must go I’m afraid (formal/informal) (Cat. Bé, hauria d’anar
marxant)
• OK, it was a pleasure talking to you (formal) (Cat. Bé, ha estat un plaer)

Check the ‘Interesting
links’ section in the course
material for a list of
websites to practise your
pronunciation and
speaking skills.
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2. Types of circuits: Series and parallel

As you already know, a circuit is simply a closed loop carrying charges that
continuously move through the different elements that compose it. These elements
or components can be connected to each other in series or in parallel.
Series circuits
Two components are in series if they share a common node and if the same current
flows physically through them. The total resistance of resistors connected in
series is the sum of their individual resistance values. Nodes are the elements
that connect one component of an electric circuit to another —in this case, the
wire.
Resistors are passive devices. A resistor hinders or slows the flow of current
running through it. You can use them for controlling the voltage or current in
a circuit. The value of their resistance can be set by the user, or be variable.
Resistor symbol

In the following figure you can see an electric circuit with the components
connected in series.
Figura 2.1 . Serial circuit

There is only one way for the current to flow in the circuit. Starting from the
positive terminal of the battery, current flow will first find R1. From there the
current will flow straight to R2, then to R3, and finally back to the negative terminal
of the battery. There is only one path for current to follow. So, these components
are in series.
Parallel circuits
If components share two common nodes, they are in parallel. In the next figure
you have an example schematic of three resistors in parallel.
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F i g u r a 2.2. Parallel circuit

From the positive battery end, current flows simultaneously through R1, R2, and
R3, each resistor taking part of this current flow depending on its resistance value.
The node that connects the battery to R1 is also connected to the other resistors.
The other ends of these resistors are similarly tied together, and then tied back to
the negative terminal of the battery. There are three different paths that current
can take before returning to the battery. The three resistors are in parallel.
Where series components all have equal currents running through them, parallel
components have the same voltage drop across them.
We can connect resistors both in parallel and series combinations: we call them
mixed resistor circuits.
Storyline
Jenny: Bill, look at my Christmas tree!
Bill: Yes, it’s beautiful, but not all lights are on.
Jenny: Oh, you’re right. The blue lights are off. But... I don’t understand why.
Bill: Let me see. Look at the way they are connected.
Jenny: They are connected in series, aren’t they?
Bill: Well, you are right, some of the lights in the string are connected in series, while some
are connected in parallel.
Jenny: Really?
Bill: Yes, that’s why all the blue lights are off. The lights of the same colour are connected in
series. So, when one of them goes off, the current is cut off, as if you had opened a switch.
However, the other lights are still on because they are connected to the circuit in parallel.
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Jenny: Wow! I never thought about this. And how can we get the blue lights back on?
Bill: We could look for the light bulb that is blown and replace it. Alternatively, we can
connect the rest of blue lights without the blown bulb. In this case, they will be brighter,
since the intensity thorugh them will be higher.

2.1 Vocabulary
• Series/parallel circuit: circuit en sèrie/paral·lel
• Resistor: resistència
• Wire: cable
• Device: dispositiu
• Overheating: sobreescalfament
• Path: ruta

Electric current and electric components
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2.1.1 Grammar
In English, there are three verb tenses (Cat. temps verbals). The tenses indicate
when the action happens:
• Present
• Past
• Future
There are also three aspects (Cat. modes). The aspects indicate how the action
happens:
• Simple: the simple tenses express the actions of the verb.
• Continuous: the continuous tenses express actions that continue for a period
of time.
• Perfect: the perfect tenses express actions that are finished at a particular
moment.
The two present tenses are the present simple and the present continuous.
The prepositions are short words that are usually placed in front of a noun. There
are few rules to explain the use of the prepositions. The only way of learning them
is by reading a lot and learning useful phrases by heart (Cat. de memòria). There
are different types of prepositions. The most important are:
• Prepositions of place
• Prepositions of time
The present simple and the present continuous

Here are the forms and uses of the present simple and the present continuous.
The present simple:
Tau l a 2 . 1 . Conjugation of the present simple (//work//)
Affirmative

Negative
Long form

Negative
Short form

Interrogative

I

work

do not work

don’t work

Do I work...?

You

work

do not work

don’t work

Do you work...?

He/She/It

works

does not work

doesn’t work

Does he work...?

We

work

do not work

don’t work

Do we work...?

You

work

do not work

don’t work

Do you work...?

They

work

do not work

don’t work

Do they work...?
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Notice the following:
• The third person singular adds -s to the base form of the verb.
• The negative is formed with do not or does not in front of the base form.
• In the interrogative form, the auxiliary do/does is placed before the subject.
The main uses of the present simple are:
1) To express an habitual, regular action:
• I get up at seven everyday (Cat. em llevo a les set cada dia).
• David lives in London (Cat. David viu a Londres).
• We work in a big company (Cat. Nosaltres treballem a una gran empresa).
2) To express a permanent state, something that is always true:
• Australia is a very big country (Cat. Austràlia és un país molt gran).
• The sun rises in the east (Cat. El sol surt per l’est).
• Water boils at 100ºC (Cat. L’aigua bull als 100ºC).

Adverbs of frequency
The adverbs of frequency express the frequency of an action. They are very
common with the present simple because they indicate regular actions. Here
is a list of the most important adverbs of frequency:
• Always (Cat. sempre)
• Usually (Cat. normalment)
• Often (Cat. sovint)
• Sometimes (Cat. algunes vegades)
• Seldom (Cat. poques vegades)
• Never (Cat. mai)
• Everyday (Cat. cada dia)
• Every week (Cat. cada setmana)
• Once a week (Cat. una vegada a la setmana)
• Twice a week (Cat. dues vegades a la setmana)
• Three times a week (Cat. tres vegades a la setmana)
• From time to time (Cat. de tant en tant)

Electric current and electric components
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The adverbs always, usually, often, seldom and never are placed in the
middle of the sentence:
• He always arrives late (Cat. Sempre arriba tard).
• We are often tired in the evening (Cat. Estem sovint cansats al vespre).

The adverb sometimes is placed at the beginning, at the end or in the middle
of the sentence:
• He sometimes calls me (Cat. Em truca algunes vegades).
• Sometimes he calls me.
• He calls me sometimes.

The expressions everyday, every week, etc. are usually placed at the end of
the sentence:
• We meet everyday (Cat. Ens reunim cada dia).
• I see David twice a week (Cat. A David el veig dues vegades a la
setmana).

The present continuous
Tau l a 2 . 2 . Conjugation of the present continuous (//work//)

The gerund is an invariable
form of the verb. It always
ends in -ing. It is mostly
used (together with the
auxiliary verb be) to form
the continuous tenses of the
verbs.

Affirmative
Long form

Affirmative
Short form

Negative
Long form

Negative
Short form

Interrogative

I

am working

‘m working

am not working

‘m not working

am I
working...?

you

are working

‘re working

are not
working

aren’t working

are you
working...?

he/she/it

is working

‘s working

is not working

isn’t working

is he
working...?

we

are working

‘re working

are not
working

aren’t working

are we
working...?

you

are working

‘re working

are not
working

aren’t working

are you
working...?

they

are working

‘re working

are not
working

aren’t working

are they
working...?

The present continuous is composed of two elements: the auxiliary verb be,
conjugated in the present tense, and the gerund of the verb (working).
The main uses of the present continuous are:
1) To express an action that is happening at the moment of speaking:
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• Look! David is talking to the director (Cat. Mireu! David està parlant amb
el director)

• I am writing the report now (Cat. Ara estic redactant l’informe)

• He is flying to London in this moment (Cat. En aquest moment està volant
cap a Londres)

2) To express a temporary action, one that is not permanent:

• I am working at night this week (Cat. Aquesta setmana treballo de nit)

• She is living with her sister (Cat. (Ella) viu/està vivint amb la seva germana)

• My car is in the garage so these days I am taking the bus to come to work
(Cat. El meu cotxe és al taller així que aquests dies agafo l’autobús per a
venir a treballar)

Adverbs of time
Some adverbs and adverbial expressions of time are frequently used with the
present continuous tense. For example:
• Now (Cat. ara)
• In this moment (Cat. en aquest moment)
• This week (Cat. aquesta setmana)

We usually place these words at the end of the sentence:
• He is sleeping now (Cat. Ara està dormint).
• I’m reading your mail in this moment (Cat. En aquest moment estic
llegint el teu mail).
• We are not working this week (Cat. Aquesta setmana no treballem).

Electric current and electric components
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Verbs that do not take the continuous tenses
Some verbs are never expressed in the continuous tenses. Some of these
verbs are:
• Believe (Cat. creure)
• Doubt (Cat. dubtar)
• Enjoy (Cat. agradar, gaudir)
• Hate (Cat. odiar, detestar)
• Have (Cat. tenir)
• Know (Cat. saber)
• Like (Cat. agradar)
• Love (Cat. estimar)
• Prefer (Cat. preferir)
• Remember (Cat. recordar)
• See (Cat. veure)
• Think (Cat. opinar)
• Understand (Cat. entendre)
• Want (Cat. voler)

It is wrong to say: *I am liking this film. We must say: I like this film.
But we can use the continuous tenses with two of these verbs when they have
a different meaning:
• Have (Cat. prendre): I am having breakfast (Cat. Estic prenent
l’esmorzar/Estic esmorzant)
• Think (Cat. pensar): What are you thinking about? (Cat. En què estàs
pensant?)

Prepositions of place (I)
After a preposition, we can
say:
• a noun: in the
garden

Some prepositions of place express position and others express movement.
The most important prepositions that express position are:

• an object pronoun:
for him

• In (Cat. a, dintre de)

• a verb in -ing:
without saying
anything

• On (Cat. a sobre de, damunt de)
• At (Cat. a)
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• Next to (Cat. al costat de)
• Over (Cat. per damnunt de)
• Under (Cat. a sota de)
• In front of (Cat. al davant de)
• Opposite (Cat. davant de)
• Behind (Cat. al darrera)
• Between (Cat. entre)
• Across (Cat. a l’altra banda de)
The figure shows a graphical representation of the prepositions of place indicating
position:
Figura 2 . 3 . The prepositions of place (position)

Some common expressions with these prepositions are:
• In London (Cat. a Londres)
• In England (Cat. a Anglaterra)
• In the street (Cat. al carrer)
• On the corner of (Cat. a la cantonada de)
• On the wall (Cat. a la paret)
• On the floor (Cat. a terra)
• On the train (Cat. al tren)
• At home (Cat. a casa)

Electric current and electric components
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• At work (Cat. a la feina)
• At school (Cat. a l’escola)
• At the table (Cat. a la taula)
The prepositions that express movement are:
• To (Cat. a, cap a)
• Into (Cat. cap a dins de)
• Onto (Cat. cap el damunt de)
• Along (Cat. per, al llarg de)
• From (Cat. de, des de)
• In front of (Cat. cap al davant)
• Behind (Cat. cap el darrera)
• Across (Cat. a través de)
The figure below represents the prepositions of place that indicate movement:
F i g u r a 2 . 4. The prepositions of place (movement)

We use all these prepositions with verbs that indicate movement, for example: go
(Cat. anar), drive (Cat. conduir), walk (Cat. caminar), run (Cat. córrer), fly (Cat.
volar), etc. Here are some examples:
• I am flying to London (Cat. Estic volant cap a Londres).
• He is running into the room (Cat. Entra corrents a l’habitació).
• Put the boxes onto the table (Cat. Posa les caixes sobre la taula).
• I am coming from the office (Cat. Vinc de l’oficina).
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• They are walking behind the house (Cat. Estan caminant cap a darrera de
la casa).
But we do not use a preposition with the noun home: I am going home (Cat. Vaig
cap a casa). It is wrong to say: *I am going to home.

Other prepositions
Other important prepositions are:
• With (Cat. amb)
• Without (Cat. sense)
• Of (Cat. de)
• For (Cat. per a)
• By (Cat. per)
Examples:
• I work with very interesting people (Cat. Treballo amb gent molt
interessant).
• He left without saying goodbye (Cat. Va marxar sense dir adéu).
• February is the second month of the year (Cat. El febrer és el segon
mes de l’any).
• Is this present for me? (Cat. Aquest regal és per a mi?).
• The job was finished by Peter (Cat. La feina va ser acabada per en
Peter).

2.1.2 Communication
Reading and writing are the two written skills. Reading is a passive skill. This
means that reading only requires to understand a written text. On the other hand,
writing is an active skill, which means that we have to produce a text. Some
common types of text are:
• Letters and emails
• Manuals
• Articles
• Fiction

See Unit 2, section 2
‘Communication’ to learn
about translations and
summaries.
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At work, you will probably have to write letters and emails, and you will probably
need to make translations (Cat. traduccions) and/or summaries (Cat. resums) of
manuals and articles. For all this, it is very important that you learn the techniques
for producing an accurate text.
The reading skills

Reading is very easy to practise because it is an individual activity. If you read in
English, you will learn a lot of new words and a lot of grammatical structures, so
reading is a very good activity for developing your writing skills.

See the ‘Interesting links’
section for links to the
recommended websites.

At work, you will mostly read letters and emails in English, and you will probably
need to read manuals or articles, too.
This is a small selection of material for practising your reading skills:
• Graded readers: if you like fiction, there are many graded readers at
different levels, from beginners to advanced learners. These readers offer
adaptations of classical works from the English and American literature.
• Wikipedia: if you prefer reading online, the Internet offers a great quantity
of material. The English version of the Wikipedia has more than 5 million
articles about any possible topic.
• Simple English Wikipedia: if you find the articles in the Wikipedia too
difficult, there is a version specially designed for learners of English. The
Wikipedia in Simple English uses basic words and very simple grammatical
structures. It currently has more than 125,000 articles.
• Howstuffworks: in this website, you can find a great variety of articles
divided into different topics. There are a lot of technical manuals that
explain how things (stuff) works. It is recommended for intermediate and
advanced students.
[Imatge: graded readers (càmera)]
Here are some ideas to practise your reading skills:
• Read slowly. You will need to read a sentence or a paragraph several times
before you understand the meaning.
• You do not need to know all the words to understand the general meaning
of a text.
• Do not translate the text into your own language: the objective is to practise
your reading skills in English.
• Try to guess the meaning of unknown words. You will notice that many English words are of Latin origin. For example, you do not need a dictionary to
understand: family, future, university, excuse, practice, manual, dictionary,
etc.
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• Read English as much as you can in your free time. This will help you to
improve your reading/writing skills more quickly.
The writing skills

Writing is a very common activity. At work, you will probably need to write emails
and letters in English, and perhaps instructions or short notes. As in all the skills,
the only way of improving your writing is to practise as much as possible.
When you write a text in English, it is very important to consider the following
aspects:
• Clarity: write short, simple sentences; write different paragraphs and
separate them clearly; use connectors and punctuation to link the sentences.

See Unit 1, section 1
‘Communication’ for the
characteristics of the
formal and the informal
language.

• Style: choose the appropriate style (formal or informal), depending on the
situation.
• Accuracy: use the correct vocabulary, grammar structures and spelling;
take your time to correct mistakes.
• Layout: use the appropriate layout and conventions used in formal texts,
especially in business letters.

The term layout (Cat.
distribució, composició)
refers to the position of the
different elements in a text,
normally in letters and
emails.

Here is an example of a formal text (a business letter):
Figu r a 2 . 5 . Business letter

Notice the position and characteristics of the different elements:
1. The sender’s address (without the name)

See the annex ‘Writing:
emails and letters’ for
more information.
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2. The date
3. The receiver’s address
4. A standard formal opening phrase
5. The text of the letter: two paragraphs, formal style (I would be grateful if...,
could you...?), use of connectors (firstly, secondly, finally)
6. A standard formal ending
7. A standard formal closing phrase
8. The sender’s signature
Connectors and punctuation

Connectors and punctuation are very important elements because they contribute
to the accuracy of the text. They bring clarity and coherence, so it is necessary to
learn their use.
Connectors
Here is a list of some common English connectors. We include their translation
into Catalan and examples of their use:
Expressing addition:
• and (Cat. i): I like reading and listening to music (Cat. M’agrada llegir i
escoltar música).
• or (Cat ni) (in negative sentences): I don’t like reading or listening to music
(Cat. No m’agrada llegir ni escoltar música)
• also (Cat. també) (formal): I also like reading (Cat. A mi també m’agrada
llegir).
• too (Cat. també) (informal): I like reading too (Cat. A mi també m’agrada
llegir).
Expressing alternatives:
• or (Cat. o): You can go or wait a little longer (Cat. Pots marxar o esperar-te
una estona més).
Expressing contrast:
• but (Cat. però): It’s late, but I will wait a little longer (Cat. És tard, però
,’esperaré una estona més).
• however (Cat. malgrat tot): It’s late. However, I will wait a little longer
(Cat. És tard. Malgrat tot, m’esperaré una estona més).
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• although (Cat. encara que, tot i que ): Although it’s late, I will wait a little
longer (Cat. Encara que sigui tard, m’esperaré una estona més).
• on one hand...on the other hand (Cat. per una banda...per una altra banda):
On one hand it is raining. On the other hand, it is very cold (Cat. Per una
banda, està plovent. Per una altra banda, fa molt de fred).
Explaining ideas:
• in other words (Cat. amb altres paraules): It’s crystal clear. In other words,
it is very clear (Cat. Està clar com el cristall. En altres paraules, està molt
clar).
• for example (Cat. per exemple). There are many things to do. For example,
bring water and take out the chairs (Cat. Hi ha moltes coses per fer. Per
exemple, portar aigua i treure les cadires).
Listing ideas:
• firtsly,...;secondly... (Cat. en primer lloc,...en segon lloc, ...): Firstly, bring
water; secondly, take out the chairs (Cat. En primer lloc, porta aigua; en
segon lloc, treu les cadires).
• and then (Cat. i aleshores): Bring water and then take out the chairs (Cat.
Porta aigua i aleshores, treu les cadires).
• next (Cat. després): Bring water. Next, take out the chairs (Cat. Porta aigua.
Després, treu les cadires).
• finally (Cat. finalment, per acabar): Bring water, take out the chairs and
finally check the computer (Cat. Porta aigua, treu les cadires i finalment
comprova l’ordinador).
Expressing purpose:
• to (Cat. per a, per tal de): Use a dictionary to look up the meaning of a word
(Cat. Utilitza un diccionari per a consultar el significat d’una paraula).
Expressing the reason:
• because (Cat. perquè): I study English because it is very important (Cat.
Estudio anglès perquè és molt important).
• because of (Cat. degut a, a causa de): I study English because of its great
importance (Cat. Estudio anglès degut a la seva gran importància).
Expressing the result:
• so (Cat. així que, per tant): I need money so I work extra hours (Cat.
Necessito diners així que faig hores extres).

Electric current and electric components
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Summarizing ideas:
• in conclusion (Cat. en conclusió): We have no money and we do not work.
In conclusion, we cannot give you anything (Cat. No tenim diners i no
treballem. En conclusió, que no et podem donar res).
• Summing up (Cat. resumint). We have no money and we do not work.
Summing up, we cannot give you anything (Cat. No tenim diners i no
treballem. Resumint, que no et podem donar res).
Now see the difference between a text with and without connectors:
Text without connectors:
The Internet has some advantages. It is useful to broaden your knowledge and meet new
people. It has some disadvantages. Its free access to pages which show violence and
crimes. There are people who think that the Internet should be a free space to express
ideas. Some people consider that the Internet can be dangerous if it is not controlled. The
Internet has both advantages and disadvantages. People must learn to use it for positive
aims.

Text with connectors (in bold type):
The Internet has some advantages because it is useful to broaden your knowledge and
meet new people, but it also has some disadvantages, as for example, its free access
to pages which show violence and crimes. On the one hand, there are people who think
that the Internet should be a free space to express ideas.On the other hand, some people
consider that the Internet can be dangerous if it is not controlled. In conclusion, the Internet
has both advantages and disadvantages, but people must learn to use it for positive aims.

Punctuation
In writing, it is very important to use the punctuation marks correctly because they
contribute to give clarity to the text.
Here are the most important uses of the punctuation marks:
• Do not write a comma (,) between the subject and the verb.
• Write a full stop (.) at the end of a sentence.
• The adverbials and connectors are usually separated from the sentence by a
comma. For example: in the mornings , I usually check my mail.
• Write a colon (:) to introduce a list of items or an explanation. For example:
the continents are: Europe, Asia, Africa, America and Oceania.
• Write a comma to separate the elements in a list. For example: I visit
customers on Monday , Wednesday , Thursday and Friday.
• Use a semi-colon (;) to separate the groups of items in a list. For example: in
computing, we must distinguish between hardware and software. Hardware
refers to the material parts of a computer ; software refers to programming
and includes operating systems, compilers, editors, etc.
• Use brackets () to add extra information. For example: in writing, we must
use connectors (also called ‘linking words’).
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• Write a capital letter at the beginning of a sentence or after a full stop.
• Write a question mark (?) at the end of a sentence. For example: what’s
your name ?.
• Write an exclamation mark (!) at the end of a sentence with the imperative
form. For example: Come in !.

Capitalization
Capitalization is the use of capital letters (Cat. lletres majúscules). In
English, capitalization is sometimes different from Spanish or Catalan.
We use capital letters:
• with the pronoun ‘I’
• with adjectives derived from proper names: English, Londoner, etc.
• with days of the week and months of the year: Monday, Tuesday,
February, April etc.
• with names of personal and job titles: Mr., Miss, Sales Manager,
Director, etc.
• at the beginning of a sentence.

Electric current and electric components
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3. Measuring electricity

Below are measuring instruments used in electric and electronic work:
An ammeter is used to measure the current in a circuit. The current is measured in
amperes (A). Ammeters can be mounted on any circuit in order to provide current
measurements.
In order for an ammeter to measure a current, the current must pass through it and
hence it must be inserted in a series mode inside the circuit. The polarities must
correspond: the positive and negative polarity must match up with the positive
and negative on the circuit.

Ammeter

An Amper refers to the
amount of electrons that are
flowing per second through
something that conducts
electricity.

A voltmeter is used to measure the voltage between two points in a circuit. When
using a voltmeter to measure voltages, it does not require current to be passed
through it. It is inserted in parallel mode with the circuit elements whose voltage
we want to measure. Polarity should be observed in the placement of voltmeters.
Most people now buy multimeters, which include ammeter, voltmeter, and
sometimes other magnitude meters built into one device. A typical multimeter
would include basic features such as the ability to measure voltage, current and
resistance.
F i g u r a 3 . 1 . Multimeter

As you can see in figure above, a multimeter has three parts: the display, the
selection knob and the ports.
The display usually has four digits and it can display a negative sign (the digit on
the left of the display can only show a ‘1’ as a figure, usually it is described as half
digit, so this display would present 3 12 digits instead of 4).

Voltmeter

Volts
This is a measurement of the
electrical potential produced by
the battery, or the utility grid
connected to the wall outlet.
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The selection knob allows you to change the function between voltmeter, ohmmeter, and ammeter, and to change the scale (x1, x10, etc.) of the meter. Many
functions have multiple ranges, so it is important to have both set correctly,
otherwise it may result in serious damage to the meter or harm to the operator.
The multimeter has two ports:
• One is usually labelled “COM” or (-), which stands for common node. This
is where the black test lead will be connected. It will be used for nearly
every measurement taken.
• The other jack or jacks should be labelled “V” (+) and “Ω” for Volts and
Ohms, or “I” (+) for Ampers respectively.
The + and - symbols represent the polarity of probes. If the test leads were installed
as suggested, the red lead would be positive as compared to the black test lead.
This is good to know when the circuit under test is not labelled + or -, as it is
usually the case.
Many meters have additional jacks that are required for high-current or highvoltage tests. It is equally important to have the test leads connected to the proper
jacks as it is to have the selector switch range and test type (volts, amps, ohms) set.
All must be correct to preserve the meter and the operator from damage.

3.1 Other components and devices
Some components, such as capacitors and inductors (or coils) have the ability to
store energy and release it again later to the circuit.

Capacitors

Capacitors: Capacitors store electric charge. They contain at least two electrical
conductors (called plates) separated by an insulating layer (called dielectric).
Capacitors are widely used as parts of electrical circuits in many common
electrical devices. They can be used as filters, to smooth variations in the current,
or as a storage of electrical energy, as a radio tuner, or as a timer. Capacitors take
time to charge and discharge. They can be fixed, pre-set by the user, or be variable.
Small capacitors are used in electronic devices to couple signals between stages
of amplifiers, as components of electric filters and tuned circuits, or as parts of
power supply systems to smooth rectified current.
Larger capacitors are used for energy storage in such applications as strobe lights,
as parts of some types of electric motors, or for power factor correction in AC
power distribution systems. Standard capacitors have a fixed value of capacitance,
but adjustable capacitors are frequently used in tuning circuits. Different types
are used depending on required capacitance, working voltage, or current handling
capacity.
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Inductors: The inductor is one of the basic electrical components used in
practical circuits as well as circuit analysis. It is a passive two-terminal electrical
component used to store energy in a magnetic field. They are also called reactors
or coils.
Along with capacitors and resistors, inductors are one of the three passive linear
circuit elements that make up electric circuits. Inductors are widely used in
alternating current (AC) electronic equipment, particularly in radio equipment.
They are used to block the flow of AC current while allowing DC to pass; inductors
designed for this purpose are called chokes. They are also used in electronic filters
to separate signals of different frequencies, and in combination with capacitors to
make tuned circuits, used to tune radio and TV receivers.
The modern day unit of measurement for an inductor is the “Henry”. All
practical realisations of inductors also have resistance, and it is this combination
of inductance and resistance that defines the Quality (Q Factor) of an inductor.
Types of inductors: As with many electrical devices, different models exist for
specific applications. Coupled, multilayer, ceramic core, and molded inductors
are all common types found in commercial and industrial applications.
Types of Cores: Aside from ceramic core inductors, other core materials can be
used to achieve certain results. Because the core is the material the coil winds
around, it directly affects inductance. Coils wound around iron-based cores yield
greater inductance than those wound around non-iron-based cores.
Relays: Relays are discrete devices (as opposed to integrated circuits) that are
used to allow a low power logic signal to control a much higher power circuit. The
relay provides isolation of the high power circuit from the low power logic circuit
in order to protect the low power circuit from overcurrent. The relay accomplishes
this by providing a small electromagnetic coil for the logic circuit to control. When
the electromagnetic coil is energized, it causes a high power capacity magnetized
switch to activate the high power circuit. An example of this is a relay that
provides a large amount of current to the headlights of an automobile when the
relay controlling the headlights is activated by the low power logic circuitry in the
dashboard of the car.

3.2 Amplifiers
An amplifier is an electronic device that increases the power of a signal. It does
this by taking energy from a power supply and controlling the output to match
the input signal shape but with a larger amplitude. In this sense, an amplifier
modulates the output of the power supply to make the output signal stronger than
the input signal.
The four basic types of electronic amplifiers are voltage amplifiers, current
amplifiers, transconductance amplifiers, and transresistance amplifiers.

Inductor
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Storyline
Jordi and Bill have to install the telephone line. Another company had made the internal
wiring and provided three telephone points in the apartment: in the dining room, the library
and the bedroom. After connecting the telephone to the external distribution point, they
realized that only the phone in the dining room worked.
Bill: Jordi, the phone in the bedroom is not working. There is no dialling tone.
Jordi: Then you need to find out if the problem is in the handset, or if the cabling is
damaged.
Bill: How do I check?
Jordi: Come on, Bill! You need to do a continuity test with a multimeter. We have one in the
car.
Bill: Here is the multimeter.
Jordi: Ok, we will start from the bedroom. Now, we will use the screwdriver to open the
wall socket, so that we can see the internal wall cable, and then we will set our multimeter
to Ohms. So, turn the knob to Ohms setting, and set the range to the smallest possible
resistance level (mOhms). Now, we place one probe at one end of the wire that we are
testing, and place the other probe to the other end. If the resistance level is very low, then
the connection is good, and current can pass through the wire, which means that the circuit
is ”closed”. If the resistance level is infinite, then the circuit is “open”, or has a break in it
(the cable has been cut along the line).
Bill: Yes, but there is an audible signal in the multimeter.
Jordi: Sure, you are right. The audible signal is produced when continuity is present. In
this case, there is no problem with the cables. We have to change the cable between the
phone handset and the wall socket.
Bill: Oh, now it works!
Jordi: Yes, it does. We did an excellent job!

3.3 Vocabulary
• Provide: proporcionar
• Match up: coincidir
• To be expected: que s’espera
• Placement: col·locació
• Device: dispositiu
• Feature: característica
• Such as: tals com... / com per exemple...
• Multimeter: polímetre, multímetre, tester
• Display: pantalla
• Selection knob: selector (del multímetre)
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• Probe: sonda o cable de connexió
• Damage: desperfecte, dany
• Labelled: etiquetat, amb l’etiqueta...
• Lead: cable
• Capacitor: condensador
• Inductor: inductor
• Coil: bobina
• Insulating layer: capa aïllant
• Storage: emmagatzematge
• Radio tuner: sintonitzador de ràdio
• Timer: temporitzador
• Strobe light: llum estroboscòpica
• Magnetic field: camps magnètic
• Input/output signal: senyal d’entrada/sortida
• Dialing tone: to de marcatge (telèfon)
• Internal wiring: cablejat intern
• Find out: descobrir
• Handset: auricular (telèfon)
• Cabling: cablejat
• Screwdriver: tornavís
• Wall socket: endoll de paret
• Range: marges de mesura
• Level: nivell
• One end of the wire: un extrem del cable
• Cut along the line: tallat en algun lloc al llarg de la línia

Electric current and electric components
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3.3.1 Grammar
Expressing possession, expressing quantity and asking questions are basic functions of the language. There are different ways of expressing possession. The
English language sometimes expresses possession very differently from the way
we do in our own language, so we should be careful to learn it accurately. We ask
about possession with the interrogative pronoun whose? (Cat. De qui?).
On the other hand, expressing an indeterminate quantity requires the correct
use of some small words called ‘quantifiers’ (Cat. quantificadors). Sometimes
there is only a small difference between the meanings of different quantifiers,
and we should also learn to distinguish between two types of nouns: ‘countable
nouns’ (Cat. noms contables) and ‘uncountable nouns’ (Cat. noms no-contables).
However, we can also speak of specific quantities and then we need to use
the numeral adjectives. In this caseIn English, we ask about quantity with the
interrogative pronouns how much? (Cat. Quant/a?) or how many? (Cat. Quants/es?).
Finally, to ask questions in English correctly we need to know the correct
grammatical structure, which sometimes is different from the structure of our own
language. We also need to learn the interrogative pronouns, which are used to ask
questions.
Expressing possession

We can express possession in different ways. We can use a special form of the
noun called ‘Saxon genitive’ (Cat. Genitiu saxó), the preposition of, a possessive
adjective or a possessive pronoun.
The Saxon genitive
The Saxon genitive is a special form of the noun. It is used to indicate possession
when the possessor refers to a person or a group of persons. We form the Saxon
genitive by adding ‘s to the possessor. Examples:
• Jane’s brother (Cat. El germà de la Jane).
• The company’s benefits (Cat. Els beneficis de l’empresa).
• The people’s decision (Cat. La decisió de la gent).
• My colleague’s desk (Cat. La taula del meu company).
In the Saxon genitive, we
must place the possessor
(with ‘s) before the noun:
Jane’s brother. In Catalan
and Spanish, we place first
the noun and then the
possessor: El germà de la
Jane.

When the possessor ends in -s, we only add the apostrophe (’), without an ‘s’.
Examples:
• The companies’ benefits (Cat. Els beneficis de les empreses).
• My colleagues’ desks (Cat. Les taules dels meus companys).
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• Mr Landis’ attitude (Cat. L’actitud del Sr Landis).
• Charles’ car (Cat. El cotxe d’en Charles).
Apart from the use of the Saxon genitive with people, we can also use this form
with adverbials of time. For example:
• Tomorrow’s work (Cat. La feina de demà).
• Last week’s meeting (Cat. La reunió de la setmana passada).
• Next year’s conference (Cat. El congrès de l’any que ve).
The preposition of
We use the preposition of (Cat. de) when the possessor is a thing. For example:
• The effects of the earthquake (Cat. Els efectes del terratrèmol).
• The siren of the ambulance (Cat. La sirena de l’ambulància).
• The minutes of the meetings (Cat. les actes de la reunions).
• The screen of the computer (Cat. La pantalla de l’ordinador).
In this case, the order of the words is the same as in Catalan and Spanish.
Possessive adjectives
We must place the possessive adjectives before a noun. The possessive adjectives
tell us whose is the noun indicated. The following table shows the forms of the
possessive adjectives:
Taula 3.1. The possessive adjectives
Singular

Plural

my

el meu...

our

el nostre...

your

el teu..., el seu... (de vostè)

your

el vostre... el seu... (de vostès)

his

el seu... (d’ell)

their

el seu...(d’ells/es)

her

el seu... (d’ella)

its

el seu... (per a coses)

Note

• The third person pronouns his, her and their are often used instead of the
Saxon genitive forms. For example: Mary’s sister > her sister; John’s sister
> his sister; Mary and John’s sister > their sister.
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In English, the possessive adjectives agree (Cat. concorden) with the
possessor and not with the noun, as in Catalan and Spanish. Notice that
the possessive adjective remains invariable when the noun changes:
• My brother (Cat. El meu germà; Sp. mi hermano).
• My sister (Cat. La meva germana; Sp. mi hermana).
• My brothers (Cat. Els meus germans; Sp. mis hermanos).
• My sisters (Cat. Les meves germanes; Sp. mis hermanas).
Here are some examples of the use of the possessive adjectives:
• Here is my ID (Cat. Aquí té el meu DNI).
• What is your name? (Cat. Quin és el teu/el seu nom?).
• This is Mr Gordon and his secretary (Cat. Aquest és el Sr Gordon i el seu
secretari).
• I met Elizabeth and her son (Cat. Em vaig trobar amb l’Elizabeth i el seu
fill).
• I’ll send you a copy of the email with its corresponding answer (Cat. Li
enviaré una còpia del correu amb la seva corresponent resposta).
• We are lucky with our jobs (Cat. Tenim sort amb les nostres feines).
• Can you please give me your phone numbers? (Cat. Em podeu donar els
vostres números de telèfon si us plau?)
• These are my two colleagues and their families (Cat. Aquests són els meus
companys i les seves famílies).
Possessive pronouns
The use of the possessive pronouns is very similar to the use of the possessive
adjectives, but the pronouns are not used before a noun. The table shows the
forms of the possessive pronouns:
Tau l a 3 . 2 . The possessive pronouns
Singular

Plural

mine

el meu...

ours

el nostre...

yours

el teu..., el seu... (de vostè)

yours

el vostre... el seu... (de vostès)

his

el seu... (d’ell)

theirs

el seu...(d’ells/es)

hers

el seu... (d’ella)

(its)

el seu... (per a coses)

Note:
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• The third person pronoun its is very little used.
• As in the possessive adjectives, the pronouns agreee with the possessor.
Some examples of the use of the possessive pronouns:
• Is this John’s coat? - No, it’s mine (Cat. És aquest l’abric del John? - No,
és el meu).
• Is this yours? (Cat. Això és teu/seu (de vostè)?).
• Is this John’s coat? - Yes, I think it’s his (Cat. És aquest l’abric del John? Sí, crec que és el seu).
• Is this Mary’s coat? - Yes, I think it’s hers (Cat. És aquest l’abric de la
Mary? - Sí, crec que és el seu).
• This project is quite good, but ours is still better (Cat. Aquest projecte està
bastant bé, però el nostre encara està millor).
• Yes, I think yours is better (Cat. Sí, crec que el vostre/el seu [de vostès] és
millor).
• Was this your idea? - No, it was theirs (Cat. Això va ser idea teva? - No, va
ser seva [d’ells/es]).

Possessive adjectives and possessive pronouns
There is a close relationship between the possessive adjectives and the
possessive pronouns. Compare their forms:
• Possessive adjectives: my, your, his, her, its, our, your, their
• Possessive pronouns: mine, yours, his, hers, (its), ours, yours, theirs
The meaning of the possessive adjectives and the possessive pronouns is the
same, but the sentence structure is different. We can say:
• This is my uniform (Cat. Aquest és el meu uniforme).
• This uniform is mine (Cat. Aquest uniform és meu).

Expressing quantity

We can express a specific quantity os something by using numbers. For example:
• One year (Cat. Un any).
• Two years (Cat. Dos anys).
• Three years (Cat. Tres anys).

See Annex ‘English
pronouns’ for a
comparative table of the
personal pronouns, the
possessive pronouns and
the possessive adjectives
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• Four years (Cat. Quatre anys).
• etc.
See Annex ‘The English
numbers’ for a complete
list of the cardinal and the
ordinal numbers.

Cardinal and ordinal numbers
The numbers that express quantity are called cardinal numbers. For example:
one, two, three, four, five...
The numbers that express order are called ordinal numbers. For example:
first, second, third, fourth, fifth....
To express an indeterminate quantity of something, we must use some little
words called ‘quantifiers’ (Cat. quantificadors). The English quantifiers are the
following:
• No
• A/an, some, any
• Little, few, a little, a few
• A lot of, many, much
The correct use of the English quantifiers depends on the sentence (affirmative,
negative or interrogative) and on the type of noun (countable and uncountable).

Countable and uncountable nouns
• Countable nouns are nouns that refer to objects that can be separated
into units. In other words, we can count them. For example: day, book,
job, car, house, man, company, office, river....
• Uncountable nouns (also called: non-count nouns) are nouns that
express concepts, substances, etc. that we cannot separate into units.
For example: friendship, emotion, music, news, food, water, bread,
money, advice, luggage....
Uncountable nouns have a singular reference: This news is good (Cat.
Aquesta notícia és important), The water is very clear (Cat. L’aigua és molt
clara). We cannot use numbers or the word a/an before an uncountable noun.
It is wrong to say: *A water, *three advices, *one bread, etc. We must say:
a litre/a bottle of water, three pieces of advice, a loaf (Cat. barra) of bread.
The following table shows the use of the English quantifiers:
Tau l a 3 . 3 . The English quantifiers

Countable nouns

Affirmative

Negative

Interrogative

no, a/an, some
a lot of, many
few, a few

any
many
few, a few

any
many
few, a few
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Taula 3.3 (continuació)

Uncountable nouns

no, some
a lot of
little, a little

any
much
little, a little

any
much
little, a little

Notes:
• The quantifier no means: zero quantity of something. It has a negative
meaning, but the verb must be in the affirmative form: I have got no friends
(Cat. No tinc amics). No is equivalent to the form not...any: I have not got
any friends (Cat. No tinc amics).
• The quantifier a is the same word as the indeterminate article. We say an
before a noun starting with a vowel sound: an hour, an animal, etc., but
we say: a unit, a university, etc. because we pronounce u as a consonant
(/junit/, /juniversiti/).
• The quantifiers a lot of and many express a great quantity of something.
They have the same meaning, but we generally use a lot of in informal
situations and many in formal situations.

Few, little, a few, a little
These four quantifiers express a small quantity of something, but there is a a
difference between few/little and a few/a little:
• Few (with countable nouns) and little (with uncountable nouns)
indicate that the quantity is too small to do something. For example:
we can’t buy a coffee because we have little money (Cat. No ens podem
comprar un cafè perquè tenim pocs diners).
• A few (with countable nouns) and a little (with uncountable nouns)
indicate that the quantity is small, but it is enough (Cat. suficient) to
do something. For example: we can buy a coffee because we have
a little money (Cat. Ens podem comprar un cafè perquè tenim uns
quants diners).
Here are some examples of the use of quantifiers. The type of noun is indicated
in brackets:
• I’ve got a very interesting offer (count.) (Cat. Tinc una oferta molt
interessant).
• There are some people (count.) in the room (Cat. Hi ha algunes persones a
la sala).
• Have you got any money (uncount.)? (Cat. Tens diners?).
• We found no books (count.) (Cat. No vam trobar cap llibre).
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• We didn’t find any books (count.) (Cat. No vam trobar cap llibre).
• There’s a lot of information (uncount.) in the website (Cat. Hi ha molta
informació a la web).
• Mr Larson controls a lot of / many companies (count.) (Cat. El Sr. Larson
controla moltes empreses).
• We haven’t got much time (uncount.) (Cat. No tenim molt de temps).
• Are there many people (count.) in the room? (Cat. Hi ha molta gent a la
sala?).
• We have few computers (count.) for so many people (Cat. Tenim pocs
ordinadors per a tanta gent).
• We have a few computers (count.), so we can work (Cat. Tenim uns quants
ordinadors, així que podem treballar).
• There’s little time (uncount.) to finish the work (Cat. Hi ha poc temps per
a acabar la feina).
• We can finish because we have a little time (uncount.) (Cat. Podem acabar
perquè tenim una mica de temps).
• There are no books on the shelves. Where are they? (Cat. No hi ha cap
llibre a les prestatgeries. On són?).
Asking questions

The English questions have a different structure from the Catalan and the Spanish
questions. For this reason, we must learn how to ask questions correctly. We can
distinguish two types of questions:
• Yes/No questions: the answer to these questions is always ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
• Wh-questions: these questions ask about specific information; they must
have an interrogative pronoun.
For the difference between
auxiliary verbs and lexical
verbs, see Unit 1, section
1 ‘Grammar’ > ‘Verb ‘to
be’; there is/there are’.
For modal verbs, see Unit
2, section 3 ‘Grammar’.

Yes/No questions
To ask a yes/no question, the correct structures are the following:
1) With auxiliary and modal verbs: VERB + SUBJECT + ...? For example:
• Are you the new employee? (Cat. Ets [tu] el nou empleat?)
• Is there a fire? (Cat. Hi ha un incendi?)

Remember: DOES is used
to express the present
simple tense in the 3rd
person singular; DO is used
for all the other persons;
DID is used to express the
past simple tense (in all
persons).

• Have you been to England? (Cat. Has estat a Anglaterra?)
• Can you speak English? (Cat. Saps parlar anglès?)
• Will you come to work? (Cat. Vindràs [tu] a treballar?)
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2) With lexical verbs: DO/DOES/DID + SUBJECT + VERB IN INFINITIVE
FORM + ...? For example:
• Do you speak English? (Cat. Parles [tu] anglès?)
• Does your brother live with you? (Cat. Viu amb tu el teu germà?)
• Did she go out last night? (Cat. Va sortir [ella] ahir a la nit?)
In the answers to yes/no questions, we must use the corresponding subject pronoun
and auxiliary or modal verb:
• Are you the new employee? - Yes, I am.
• Is there a fire? - No, there isn’t.
• Have you been to England? - Yes, I have.
• Can you speak English? - Yes, I can.
• Does your brother live with you? - No, he doesn’t.
• Did she go out last night? - Yes, she did.
Wh-questions
The correct structures of the wh-questions are the following:
1a) With auxiliary and modal verbs when the interrogative pronoun is the object:
-INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN + VERB + SUBJECT + ...?
Examples:
• What is your address? (Cat. Quina és la teva adreça?)
• Where are you going? (Cat. On vas [tu]?)
• What should I do? (Cat. Què hauria de fer [jo]?)
1b) With modal verbs when the interrogative pronoun is the subject:
-INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN + VERB + ...?
Examples:
• Who can tell me? (Cat. Qui m’ho pot dir?)
• What must be done? (Cat. Què s’ha de fer?)
2a) With lexical verbs when the interrogative pronoun is the object:
-INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN + DO/DOES/DID + SUBJECT + VERB IN
INFINITIVE + ...?
Examples:

Electric current and electric components
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• Where do you live? (Cat. On vius [tu]?)
• Why did he call you? (Cat. Per què et va trucar [ell]?)
• What does Jim do? (Cat. Què fa en Jim?)
2b) With lexical verbs when the interrogative pronoun is the subject:
-INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN + VERB IN THE APPROPRIATE TENSE + ...?
Examples:
• What happened? (Cat. Què va passar?)
• Who cleans the office? (Cat. Qui neteja l’oficina?)
• Who came yesterday? (Cat. Qui va venir ahir?)

Interrogative pronouns as subject and object
The interrogative pronouns who, what and how much/many...? can have the
functions of object or subject. It is the subject when the information asks
about the person or thing that does the action of the verb; it is the object in
all the other cases. Compare these examples:
• SUBJECT: Who called last night? (Cat. Qui va trucar ahir a la nit?) Peter called last night (Peter=subject)
• OBJECT: Who did you call last night (Cat. A qui vas trucar [tu] ahir
a la nit?) - I called Peter last night (Peter=indirect object)
The following table shows the English interrogative pronouns:
Tau l a 3 . 4 . The interrogative pronouns
English

Catalan

Observations

Who?

Qui?

Whose?

De qui?

Whom?

Qui?

Only in formal written texts when the pronoun is the object

What?

Què?

It can be followed by a noun: what year...?

Which?

Quin/a?

It can be followed by a noun: which year...?

When?

Quan?

Where?

On?

Why?

Per què?

How?

Com?

How much?

Quant?

With uncountable nouns; it can be followed by a noun: how much
money...?

How many?

Quants/es?

With countable nouns; it can be followed by a noun: how many
people...?

How old?

Quina edat?
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Taula 3.4 (continuació)
English

Catalan

How far?

A quina distància?

How big?

Quin tamany?

Observations

3.3.2 Communication
Greeting and introducing people are two basic language functions which are
very common in oral conversations in the working environment. In this type of
conversations, the context is very important: we must use specific language and
expressions depending on whether the situation is formal or informal.
In basic conversations, especially when we do not know the other person well or
when we need to fill in a form, it is very common to ask and answer questions
about personal aspects like name, address, telephone number, age, hobbies. etc.
Greetings and introductions

We greet people when we meet or when we leave a place. On the other hand, we
introduce people when we say who they are to a third person so they can know each
other. We can also introduce ourselves. Here are some expressions commonly
used to greet people and make introductions in formal and informal situations.
We also include some expressions that we can use to respond to greetings and
introductions.

Remember that we are in a
formal situation when we
talk to unknown people or to
a superior at work. We are
in an informal situation
when we talk to friends,
colleagues and family
members.

Meeting people
We can use these expressions when we meet someone (the Catalan translations are
not literal; they only show an equivalent expression):
In formal situations:
• Good morning (Cat. Bon dia)
• Good afternoon (Cat. Bona tarda)
• Good evening (Cat. Bona nit)
• Hello, Mr/Mrs... How are you? (Cat. Hola, Sr/Sra... Com està [vostè]?)
• Good day, Sir/Madam (Cat. Bon dia, Sr/Sra)
In informal situations:
• Hi! (Cat. Hola)
• Hello! (Cat. Hola)

The treatment Mr is used for
all adult males; Mrs is used
for married women; Miss is
used for unmarried women;
Ms is used for all women
irrespective of their marital
status. We must place Mr,
Mrs, Miss and Ms before a
person’s surname.
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• How are you? (Cat. Què tal? / Com estàs [tu]?)
• What’s up? (Cat. Què hi ha? / Què tal?)
• How are you doing? (Cat. Com va tot? / Com estàs [tu]?)
When we leave a place or a person after talking for some time, we can use the
following expressions:
In formal situations:
• Good morning (Cat. Bon dia)
• Good afternoon (Cat. Bona tarda)
• Good evening (Cat. Bona nit)
• Good night (when going to slepp) (Cat. Bona nit)
• Goodbye (Cat. Adéu)
• It was a pleasure meeting you (Cat. Ha estat un plaer coneixer-lo/la [a
vostè])
• It was a pleasure seeing you (Cat. Ha estat un plaer veure’l/-la [a vostè])
• It was a pleasure talking to you (Cat. ha estat un plaer parlar amb vostè)
In informal situations:
• Bye (Cat. Adéu)
• See you (Cat. Fins una altra)
• See you later (Cat. Fins després)
• See you tomorrow (Cat. Fins demà)
• See you on Monday (Cat. Fins dilluns)
• Take care (Cat. Cuida’t)
Introducing people
To introduce ourselves, we can say:
In formal situations:
• Good morning. My name’s [Josep Fernandez] (Cat. Bon dia. Em dic [Josep
Fernandrez])
In informal situations:
• Hi, My name’s [Josep] (Cat. Hola. Em dic [Josep])
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• Hi, I’m [Josep] (Cat. Hola, sóc [Josep])
To introduce other people, we can use the following expressions:
In formal situations:
• May I introduce you to [Mr Josep Fernandez]? (Cat. Permeti’m que li
presenti [el Sr Josep Fernandez])
• Let me introduce you to [Mr Josep Fernandez] (Cat. Permeti’m que li
presenti [el Sr Josep Fernandez])
In informal situations:
• This is [Josep Fernandez] (Cat. Aquest és [Josep Fernandez])
Responding to greetings and introductions
In all situations, we can respond to good morning, hello, goodbye and similar
expressions by using the same words. For example:
A: Good morning
B: Good morning
A: Hello, Josep
B: Hi
A: Goodbye!
B: Goodbye
We can respond to the expressions: How are you?, What’s up, How are you doing?
in different ways. For example:
A: How are you?
B: I’m fine, thank you. And you? (formal)
A: What’s up?
B: Fine, thanks (informal)
A: How are you doing?
B: Great, thanks. And you?
Here are other examples of responses:
A: It was a pleasure meeting you
B: A pleasure for me too
A: See you later
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B: See you
A: Take care
B: You too
In introductions, there are different expressions to respond in formal and informal
situations. Here are some examples:
A: Let me introduce to Josep Fernandez
Josep: How do you do?
A: How do you do
A: Josep, this is Mary
Josep: Hi, Mary. Nice to meet you
Mary: Nice to meet you too

Social etiquette
When we are introduced to another person, the social etiquette demands
to ask one or two questions to start a short conversation. We can ask, for
example:
• Have you and [Josep] known each other for long? (Cat. Fa molt de
temps que us coneixeu, [el Josep] i tu?)
• Is it your first time here? (Cat. És la primera vegada que vens per
aquí?)
• Do you like [Barcelona]? (Cat. T’agrada [Barcelona]?)

In a first meeting, avoid such topics as religion or politics, and do not ask
personal questions (marital status, age, etc.).
When you are introduced to a woman for the first time, do not kiss her
on the cheeks, but shake hands instead. Although this is common in our
country, in Anglo-Saxon countries kissing a woman on the first meeting is
not considered proper.

Personal information

In formal situations, it is not common to ask and answer personal questions during
a conversation because this is considered too rude, but we may need to do so
during a job interview or when we need to fill in a form. In informal situations,
however, it is very common to talk about personal things. Here are some common
questions and answers which may be useful when asking for and giving personal
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information:
Wh-questions:
• What’s your name? - My name’s (Maria) (formal) / I’m (Maria) (informal).
• Where are you from? - I’m (Spanish) / I’m from (Spain) / I’m from
(Barcelona).
• Where do you come from? - I’m (Spanish) / I’m from (Spain) / I’m from
(Barcelona).
• Where do you live? - I live in (Barcelona) / I live in (Spain).
• What’s your phone number? - It’s (605 33 33 33).
• What’s your address? - It’s (Paral·lel 71, in Barcelona).
• What’s your job? / What do you do? - I’m (a doctor) / I work as (a doctor).
• Where do you work? - I work (in a hospital) / I work (at Sant Pau Hospital).
• How old are you? - I’m (32 years old) / I’m (32).
• What are your hobbies? - I like (swimming) / My hobby is (swimming).
• What do you like doing? - I like (swimming).
Yes/no questions:
• Are you (Maria)? - Yes, I am / Yes, that’s right / No, I’m not (my name’s
Paula).
• Are you (Spanish)? - Yes, I am / No, I’m not (I’m Italian).
• Have you got any brothers or sisters? - Yes, (I’ve got one brother and two
sisters) / No, I haven’t.
• Do you work? - Yes, I do (I’m a doctor in a hospital) / No, I don’t (I’m
unemployed).
• Can you spell (the name of the street)? - Yes, it’s (p-a-r-a-l-l-e-l)
• Do you speak (English)? - Yes, I do (a little) / No, I’m afraid I don’t
• Do you like (sports)? - Yes, (I like them very much) / No, I don’t, (I prefer
watching television).
Notes:
1) In telephone numbers, we must say each number individually. When two
consecutive numbers are the same, we use the term double (55, for example, is
double five). Number ‘0’ is zero.
2) The question what do you do? is equivalent to what’s your job?. Do not confuse
with: what are you doing? (Cat. Què fas? / Què estàs fent?).
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3) Notice the answer to the question how old are you?. We must say: I’m (30)
years old). It is wrong to say: *I have (30) years.
4) Remember that in short answers, we must include the correponding auxiliary
or modal verb of the question.

